
LEARN TO FILET YOUR FISH by Roger Urbaniak 

My memories of growing up with home cooked meals was mostly favorable, except when it 

came to eating fish.  We seemed to be pretty good at catching perch, northern pike, walleye, 

and a number of other panfish, but when it came time to eat them, the thought of accidently 

swallowing a bone took a lot of pleasure out of biting into the fish.   

My father was just a casual fisherman himself and was introduced to the concept of fileting fish 

one day when he and a buddy each caught a 2-pound bass.  When they arrived at the dock and 

proudly displayed their catch, someone volunteered to filet their fish.  My father gave him his 

fish and watched as the head, skeleton, and belly portion of the fish were separated from the 

boneless portion of the meat.  Sensing that there was a lot of fish being wasted when viewing 

the size of the filet, my dad’s buddy grabbed his fish back and announced that he would clean it 

himself.  It took years for our family to come to grips with the fact that the small amount of 

meat contained in the portion of the fish discarded during the fileting process was worth 

discarding, to avoid the risk of swallowing or choking on a bone.  When we finally began fileting 

our fish however was when I finally truly enjoyed eating them.  I almost instantly became be a 

filet your fish convert and have been doing so ever since.   

The filet process is relatively simple and once you have practiced it a number of times, fish 

cleaning can go quite quickly.  Typically, I can go through a batch of perch or bass in about 2 

minutes per fish, including cleaning up after myself.  I will describe the process during in my 

writing, but I encourage my readers to Google U-tube techniques for fileting fish as there are a 

number of good videos that go through a step by step process and help prove the old saying 

that a picture is worth a thousand words.  I promise not to use that many however 

My filet sessions begin with a sharp strong filet knife, a pair of disposable gloves, a well-lighted 

table that is usually covered with some painter’s plastic drop cloth and a strong plastic cutting 

board.  I have the fish bucket on my left, a bowl for boneless meat nearby, and a bucket to toss 

the spent carcasses and fish skin into.  I frequently save carcass for crab or crawfish bait and 

have been known to occasionally feed them to local raccoons patrolling my small backyard 

stream.  I also keep a knife sharpener handy if I have a large pile of fish to filet at one time. 

Laying the fish on the cutting board, I make a diagonal cut near the head along the gills to the 

stomach area then continue the cut towards the tail stopping about ½ inch from tail, turning 

the blade and pushing up along the backbone to the top of the fish then push knife along 

backbone to the tail. I then take the knife to where I started the cut near the head, insert there 

and push knife alongside the dorsal fin to the back of the fish following the spine.  The knife is 

then used in this cut to push downwards along the rib cage until I intersect stomach cut line.  

 

 



Pull the flesh away from the carcass and lay it flat on table, skin side down, holding fish tail with 

a finger as you slide knife along skin to separate flesh from skin.  On your last cut, make sure 

you fully discard the rib area of fish where the bones are by cutting along the rib line.  Repeat 

the cuts and process on the other side of the fish tossing the now boneless filet into the bowl 

and carcass into the pail.  With gloves, painter’s tarp, and cutting board, cleanup is easy, 

allowing you to clean inside where it is well lighted and warm.  

I have watched professional guides with battery powered knives go through a stack of fish 

incredibly quickly.  The electric knife works very well on removing flesh from the skin but my 

experience is that, even though the filets look good, most guides using them leave too many 

bones in the rib cage area.  Once you understand that this is where the bones are coming from 

however, a quick trim with your own knife of this area when you get home will produce the fine 

eating quality boneless flesh that you went fishing for.   

Creating boneless filets also has the advantage of being able to freeze your fish easily, while 

maintaining good eating quality for longer periods of time.  I simply take the filet quantity that I 

normally would serve during a meal, place them in a freezer bag, fill the bag with water, 

squeeze out all the air before sealing and then seal.  Perch filets will keep for over a year this 

way and taste just as good as the day you caught them.   

Hopefully, I have given you just enough encouragement for you to watch the U-tube experts 

show you some good filet technique.  I suspect that if you do so, you not only insist on fileting 

your own fish, but that you will even find yourself fishing a little more often as you look forward 

to a quality meal of fresh, boneless fish.    

 


